The discrete q-Hermite polynomials of 11-type
In the first case we get the well-known q-oscillator of Arik -Coon [11] . We want t o stress t1ia.t in this case we obtain these well-known results using a new approach.
In the second case, it, turned out, that no GCS exist. This is due to the fact;, that, the radius of convergence for normalizing fa,ctor of GCS equals zero.
Finally, in the t,hird case we will constrnct GCS. These results are quite new. Unfortunately, we do not, know the measure involved in "resolution of unity". So the completeness of GCS h a s not yet been established.
The main results a,re
We show that our approxh to construction of coherent, states works in t,he deformed case as well as in the classical one.
The well-known. Arik -Coon oscillator nat,urally arose in our approach as oscillator connect,ed with the q-Hermite polynomials in the same way as usual oscillator with standard Hermite polynomials.
CCHERENT STATES FOR ROGERS q -H E R M I T E POLYNOMIALS
In the Hilbert space q-Oscillator, connected with. tIn(:c; q ) we consider the orthonormal basis given by Rogers q-Hermite polynomials (Pnip; 9 ) = (4; YL1"Z; 9 ) . (6) a P v ( t ; q ) b,pg,+l(+;q)+b,-tPg,-l(z;q),
The recurrence relations for the polynomials pn(a; q ) have the form with coefficients
We consider ' U, as the Fock space for the deformed oscillator defined by the following operat,ors (in) := pn[z; q)j
!11)
r -
is the "mathematical" q-number and we consider the case 0 < q < 1. From above relations we obtain a-a+ 9 Y -&a; = 1,
which means that we obt,a.in the hrik -Coon oscillator.
The polynomials 1%) = pn(z; q) are cigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian H~ = xq2 + pqZ = .fa; +a;.:,
The equation (14) is equivalent to q-difference equation for the Rogers q-Hermite polynomials
where with S,f(e") = f(qie") -/(q-feiO), 2 = coso.
The unitary equivalence of the position and the momentum operators is given by a generalization of the Fourier transform. Besides, the Hamiltonian (14) is invariant under generalized Fourier transform as well as in the classical case. Let's note tha.t from the other point of view the connection of hrik -Coon oscillat,or with Rogers q-IIerInite polynomials was mentioned in [12, 1.31.
2.9
We define Generalized Fourier transform (GFT) rela,t.ed to t,he orthonormal system {pn(z; y)}? by the relation Generalized Fourier transform, for Roger.+ q-Hermilr: poiynonziok For the completeness we give a simple proof of the essential relation (29). It is well known that, for q-derivative defined as one ha5 (and easily verified)
From the Leibnitz r e h i o n for 9-derivative it follows the integmtion by pa,rts rule for the Jackson int,egr?.l in t,lie form DAY on DTFPRACTION' 2003 By diffcrcntiating the identity e q ( i ) . e;' (z) = 1 one obtains
($) q q e-'(.) = -e [ ' ( q z ) . (36)
Using this relation and integrating by parts the Jackson integral I,(q) (29) we have
In view of the relation e;9' (&) = 0 one gets from (37) the recurrent relation
so that
which gives the relation (29), bccause Let 11s note I.tiat over compleLeness of this coherent states was considcrcd from anot,her point of view, for example in [lj] .
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Discrete q-Herm,ite polynomials II
The discrete q-Ilermite polynomials of 11-type are defined by 
where ( 
